NOTES

APPROACH SLABS SHALL NOT BE CONSTRUCTED PRIOR TO COMPLETION OF THE APPROACH DECK.

FOR REINFORCED BRIDGE APPROACH SLABS INCLUDING FABRIC, IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE, 102mm DRAINAGE PIPE, #78M STONE, AND SELECT MATERIAL, SEE ROADWAY PLANS.

FOR ELASTOMERIC CONCRETE, SEE SPECIAL PROVISIONS.

FOR EVAZOTE JOINT SEALS, SEE SPECIAL PROVISIONS.

THE NOMINAL UNCOMPRESSED SEAL WIDTH OF THE EVAZOTE JOINT SEAL SHALL BE __mm.

THE CONTRACTOR MAY USE 100mm TYPE B-25.0B ASPHALT CONCRETE COURSE IN LIEU OF CONCRETE COURSE. THE WIDTH OF THE APPROACH SLAB SHALL EXTEND 300mm BEYOND THE END OF THE APPROACH SLAB.

THE CONTRACTOR MAY USE 125mm CLASS "A" CONCRETE BASE IN LIEU OF CONCRETE COURSE. THE WIDTH OF THE APPROACH SLAB SHALL EXTEND 300mm BEYOND THE END OF THE APPROACH SLAB.

THE CONTRACTOR MAY USE 133mm CONTINUOUS HIGH CHAIR UPPER (CHCU) @ 1.000m CTS. ACROSS SLAB IN LIEU OF CONCRETE COURSE. THE WIDTH OF THE APPROACH SLAB SHALL EXTEND 300mm BEYOND THE END OF THE APPROACH SLAB.

THE CONTRACTOR MAY USE 150mm CONCRETE BASE IN LIEU OF CONCRETE COURSE. THE WIDTH OF THE APPROACH SLAB SHALL EXTEND 300mm BEYOND THE END OF THE APPROACH SLAB.

THE APPROACH SLABS SHALL BE POURED AFTER CONCRETE OVERLAY IS POURED.

THE JOINT SHALL BE SAWED PRIOR TO THE CASTING OF THE PARAPET AND END POST.

END OF CURB WITHOUT SHOULDER BERM & GUTTER

SECTION N-N

PROJECT NO. COUNTY

STATION:

STATEMENT: DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

STANDARD BRIDGE APPROACH SLAB FOR FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT

SELECT MATERIAL

END VIEW OF CURB

SECTION THRU SLAB

CURB DETAILS

APPROVED WIRE BAR SUPPORT @ 1.000m CTS.

LIMITS OF REINFORCED BRIDGE APPROACH SLAB (FABRIC, IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE, 102mm DRAINAGE PIPE, #78M STONE, AND SELECT MATERIAL) SEE ROADWAY PLANS.

IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE

LEVELED OPENING EXT.

JOINT SEAL

SEE JOINT SEAL DETAILS ON joining sheet

REDUCED OPENING EXT.

FABRIC (TYP.)

LIMITS OF REINFORCED BRIDGE APPROACH SLAB (FABRIC, IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE, 102mm DRAINAGE PIPE, #78M STONE, AND SELECT MATERIAL) SEE ROADWAY PLANS.

IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE

LEVELED OPENING EXT.

JOINT SEAL

SEE JOINT SEAL DETAILS ON joining sheet

REDUCED OPENING EXT.

150mm CONTINUOUS HIGH CHAIR UPPER (CHCU) @ 1.000m CTS. ACROSS SLAB

END OF CURB WITHOUT SHOULDER BERM & GUTTER

CURB DETAILS

APPROVED WIRE BAR SUPPORT @ 1.000m CTS.

LIMITS OF REINFORCED BRIDGE APPROACH SLAB (FABRIC, IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE, 102mm DRAINAGE PIPE, #78M STONE, AND SELECT MATERIAL) SEE ROADWAY PLANS.

IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE

LEVELED OPENING EXT.

JOINT SEAL

SEE JOINT SEAL DETAILS ON joining sheet

REDUCED OPENING EXT.

FORMED OPENING

FABRIC (TYP.)

LIMITS OF REINFORCED BRIDGE APPROACH SLAB (FABRIC, IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE, 102mm DRAINAGE PIPE, #78M STONE, AND SELECT MATERIAL) SEE ROADWAY PLANS.

IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE

LEVELED OPENING EXT.

JOINT SEAL

SEE JOINT SEAL DETAILS ON joining sheet

REDUCED OPENING EXT.

FABRIC (TYP.)

LIMITS OF REINFORCED BRIDGE APPROACH SLAB (FABRIC, IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE, 102mm DRAINAGE PIPE, #78M STONE, AND SELECT MATERIAL) SEE ROADWAY PLANS.

IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE

LEVELED OPENING EXT.

JOINT SEAL

SEE JOINT SEAL DETAILS ON joining sheet

REDUCED OPENING EXT.

FABRIC (TYP.)

LIMITS OF REINFORCED BRIDGE APPROACH SLAB (FABRIC, IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE, 102mm DRAINAGE PIPE, #78M STONE, AND SELECT MATERIAL) SEE ROADWAY PLANS.

IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE

LEVELED OPENING EXT.

JOINT SEAL

SEE JOINT SEAL DETAILS ON joining sheet

REDUCED OPENING EXT.

APPROVED WIRE BAR SUPPORT @ 1.000m CTS.

LIMITS OF REINFORCED BRIDGE APPROACH SLAB (FABRIC, IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE, 102mm DRAINAGE PIPE, #78M STONE, AND SELECT MATERIAL) SEE ROADWAY PLANS.

IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE

LEVELED OPENING EXT.

JOINT SEAL

SEE JOINT SEAL DETAILS ON joining sheet

REDUCED OPENING EXT.

FABRIC (TYP.)

LIMITS OF REINFORCED BRIDGE APPROACH SLAB (FABRIC, IMPERMEABLE GEOMEMBRANE, 102mm DRAINAGE PIPE, #78M STONE, AND SELECT MATERIAL) SEE ROADWAY PLANS.